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Following a series of deadly tornadoes between 2011 and 2013, this paper develops

a numerical tool to help communities better predict and quantify the potential

tornado damage to single-family residential structures from a tornado strike. The

objective is to determine the predictive capability of an engineering-based tornado

damage-assessment (ETDA) Tool using published building damage observations

captured by the authors in a recent tornado. The research is motivated by the need

for the public to visualize the extent of tornado vulnerabilities of residential buildings in

our communities. The research developed a numerical estimation model to aggregate

damage that a specified tornado would cause to the residential wood-framed structures

in a community. The ETDA Tool was developed around a Monte Carlo simulation

engine, using theoretical models for tornado wind velocity and pressure drop in the

tornado vortex, as well as experimentally-determined probability distribution functions

for the structural resistances of eight building component systems selected to describe

the structure. The output of the EDTA Tool is presented as series of mean damage

ratios, and other statistics quantifying tornado-damage caused, plotted against distance

away from the tornado vortex centerline. The paper explains the methodology of the

approach and presents results comparing hindcast damage ratios against observed

values of field-observations collected after a tornado strike on residential communities in

Garland/Rowlett, TX. It was found the ETDA Tool provides reasonable agreement with the

field damage observations to houses. The Tool could be used by a community to model

any tornado path and/or size and estimate future damage. More research to further our

understanding of tornado-induced wind loads and wind-borne debris effects is needed

to increase confidence in its application to any tornado and any city.

Keywords: damage, residential, wind load, tornado, structural load paths, wind engineering, Monte - Carlo

simulation

INTRODUCTION

In the United States, 2011 was an outlier tornado year in which 1,700 tornadoes occurred with
560 tornado-related deaths. This was by far the highest death toll from tornadoes since the 1950s.
On average today’s U.S. tornado-related fatalities are <100 per year (NWS, 2020) and the average
tornado-caused annual economic losses are between $4.7B and $7.2B (Simmons et al., 2013);
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nomore than 1–3% of the annual Gross Domestic Products of the
most-affected states. These remarkably low fatality numbers are
partly due to good outcomes of meteorological and engineering
research, and partly to good fortune that more tornadoes had not
directly affected our largest cities and residential communities.
Economic losses from tornadoes are still high. There has been
$130 Billion (CPI-adjusted estimate) losses due to 54 “U.S.
billion-dollar disaster” events (plus many thousands of less-
costly events) involving tornadoes spawned by severe storm
in the United States over the past 40 years (since 1981).
This figure is lower but of a comparable order of magnitude
to hurricane-related losses of nearly $1 Trillion dollars ($954
Billion) over the period 1980–2019 from 45 hurricanes. These
most costly tornado and hurricane events caused just 1,270
and 6,507 fatalities, respectively (NOAA National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI), 2020).

The research to improve forecasting of major tornado activity
of the National Weather Service has, since 1950, improved
tornado warning lead times, reducing the numbers of tornado-
related fatalities and injuries (NSSL, 2013). The life-saving
activities of the Federal Emergency Management Agency and
some states provided grants to construct in-home and in-school
tornado shelters that protect many against loss of life and injuries
in tornadoes (Herseth et al., 2017). Only recently has there
been any effort to apply engineering knowhow to improve the
tornado-resilience of buildings.

Thus, single-family residential buildings remain highly
exposed and at risk of catastrophic damage from tornadoes. The
vast majority of those buildings are light-framed wood structural
systems (van de Lindt John and Dao Thang, 2009), that are
prescriptively designed for 115 mph 3 s gust basic wind speeds in
most tornado-prone regions of the United States. A typical house
is therefore designed to withstand just 62% of the forces a strong
EF-2 tornado will produce. The full implications of this choice
was made apparent in 2011, when convective storm (storms
producing tornadoes) damage jumped to nearly $28 billion (in
2013 dollars) in insured losses (Simmons et al., 2013).

In order to minimize future economic losses from tornado
damage, communities must replace current inventories with
stronger, tornado-resilient buildings. Arguably, the engineering
community is aware of the appropriate structural details
necessary to mitigate tornado damage (Prevatt et al., 2012b;
Roueche et al., 2015; Ramseyer et al., 2016). However, such
provisions are not implemented widely enough to impact the
level of tornado damage caused to residential buildings, which
remains disproportionately high. Stronger building systems will
cost more than current structures and therefore any increase in
tornado-resilient buildings will occur only when the public is
convinced of the value of such mitigation.

Despite decades of tornado research and post-tornado studies
(Minor et al., 1977; BPAT, 1999; Prevatt et al., 2013; Coulbourne
et al., 2015), few recommendations have been adopted by
building codes or implemented in the design and construction
of schools, commercial buildings and residential structures.
Tornado-resilient building codes were not implemented because
of a misconception that tornado-resilient construction was
economically unfeasible for the majority of buildings. Further

the literature cited the low probability of tornado occurrences as
a basis for excluding tornado-resilient provisions from building
codes (ASCE, 2010; Ramseyer et al., 2016). Moore, OK is the only
jurisdiction out of 89,000 in the United States that specifically
adopted tornado-resilient building code provisions after suffering
three deadly tornadoes within a 14 year period (Simmons et al.,
2015; Ramseyer et al., 2016).

The lack of tornado-mitigation measures despite available
knowledge, perhaps indicates public perception that severe
tornado damage is caused by catastrophically strong winds,
rather than the predictable outcome of structurally inadequate
construction impacted by moderately strong winds. The public is
unaware of the high vulnerability of their homes and their easy
access to safer tornado-resilient designs. Prevatt et al. (2012b)
and Simmons et al. (2015) show that tornado-resilient residential
design is feasible today, and the details and costs are generally of
the same order of magnitude as structural details for hurricane-
resistant houses in South Florida. Clearly tools are needed to
make tornado risks more visible to community leaders and the
general public. We believe creating a numerical modeling tool is
a more efficient method to illustrate potential tornado effects that
could be used by many.

This paper proposes a new numerical tool to illustrate
potential tornado damage scenarios and assist tornado-prone
communities comprehend and quantify the potential tornado
damage to their buildings. This paper proposes such scenario-
driven simulations, at the individual building scale, utilizing the
advanced engineering-based models for predicting damage to
residential communities.

Existing Numerical Tools to Predicting
Community Damage from Windstorms
Predicting building damage from wind hazards is well-accepted
in hurricane-prone regions. Several models exist, such as the
Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (Pita et al., 2015) and
HAZUS-MH (Vickery et al., 2009). These models estimate
building damage using engineering models of the hurricane, and
probabilistic data on the structural capacity of buildings within
the hurricane’s path. These models are essential for predicting
future risks and impacts of hazard events on communities and
they are used to evaluate the benefits and costs of strengthened
infrastructure, and communicate this damage potential to the
public, insurance providers, and other stakeholders.

Masoomi and van de Lindt (2017) demonstrated scenario-
driven tornado risk modeling for a virtual community based
upon a dataset of tornado paths extracted from the U.S. historical
tornado record for EF0 to EF5 strength tornadoes. Their model
relied upon fragility surfaces, based on assumed structural
systems and component resistances and estimated tornado-
induced wind loads. Because no analogy exists of a real town
to compare this virtual community there are limited measures
for validating its predictive capabilities. Such validations are
important for tornadoes, as high uncertainties still prevail in the
scientific communities’ understanding of tornado-induced wind
loads, tornado debris clouds, structural response to the tornado-
induced wind loads, and more. It is of value then to develop a
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tornado-damage model that predicts damage at the individual
building scale, such that outputs can be used to validate existing
engineering models as well as inform the public of fine-scale
potential damage scenarios.

Objective and Structure of Paper
The objective of this paper is to develop and determine the
predictive capability of an engineering-based tornado damage-
assessment (ETDA) Tool using published building damage
observations captured by the authors in two recent tornadoes
(Prevatt et al., 2013, 2016). The motivating challenge is to
use engineering knowledge to illustrate the damaging effects
of tornadoes for the general public. The paper presents the
methodology of the approach and results comparing hindcast
damage ratios against observed values.

The paper is organized as follows: Section Development of the
ETDA Tool provides a more detailed background to the ETDA
Tool, Section Details of the ETDA Tool describes the modules
of the ETDA Tool. Section Tornado Dataset for Validation
presents the field collection and analysis to develop the data
set of building damage for testing, Section Validation of the
EDTA Tool provides results and validation of the ETDA Tool
against the empirical datasets of the field observations. Section
Discussion provides a discussion of the results and recommends
key topics requiring additional research, and section Conclusions
summarizes our conclusions.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ETDA TOOL

Peng et al. (2016) developed an engineering-based tornado
damage assessment (ETDA) Tool that is capable of simulating
component level damage to individual residential structures
and to portfolios of single-family, light-framed wood structural
residential buildings. The ETDA tool research is a culmination
of many studies to formulate a scientific base for characterizing
tornado damage initiated since the 2011 tornado season. The
motivation for developing this tool was to provide a paradigm
shift in how tornado damage studies since the Lubbock 1970
tornado (Fujita, 1971) can be used to further research. In the past,
engineers and others who surveyed the damage from tornadoes
were limited to presenting observations in photographs and some
limited mapping, because the dearth of information available on
the wind speeds and characteristics of the tornado itself. From
the 2011 tornado season the second and third authors introduced
new technologies that were game-changing:

• We used geo-located photographs. During the Tuscaloosa
tornado photographs were taken using special cameras and
a few mobile phones that imprinted a latitude/longitude
location with each photograph.

• We developed methodologies for collecting damage survey by
uploading data from individuals to a single online database.

• Common server and GIS platform. Using ArcGIS, the damage
survey team can populate and share results with others.

• Use of Parallel Computing / Distributed Computing to
improve efficiency and reduce simulation run time

This first use of this electronic data collection technology within
the wind engineering world (Graettinger et al., 2012; Prevatt et al.,
2012a; Roueche and Prevatt, 2013; Haan et al., 2014) enabled
for more efficient data collection, analysis and dissemination
of the results. Further for the first time in the context of
wind hazard damage surveys, the use of these technologies
turned photographs into raw data points, by associating observed
structural damage to a building with a location in space, and
distance of the structure from the centerline of the tornado
vortex. These improvements substantially improved the data
collection exercises, reducing the production time for a report
from many months to weeks. Since researchers used equipment
that could upload their data electronically it has been relatively
easy to extract and organize information, produce electronic
maps and to share the output within near real-time (within
hours) at the end of each day. These changes facilitated
faster dissemination of the results and encouraged greater
collaboration. In total these steps resulted in a resurgence of
interest in studying the interactions of tornadoes with building
structures. A further benefit of these advances was now that
the data can be electronically shared, much of the assumptions
of the relationship between tornado strengths and structural
damage could be numerically modeled and scientifically queried.
Our goal has focused on characterizing the wind strength using
existing models of the Enhanced Fujita scale (McDonald and
Mehta, 2006; Mehta, 2013).

Ultimately the University of Florida research provided
lasting benefit to wind engineering by forming a basis
for development of wind design codes for tornado-resilient
communities (Coulbourne and Prevatt, 2013), which has been
used as the basis for wind-design provisions included in
ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE, 2017).

DETAILS OF THE ETDA TOOL

The Engineering-Based Tornado Damage Assessment (ETDA)
Tool is a numerical model developed in MATLAB computing
environment that estimates tornado-induced damage and
economic losses to low-rise wood framed structures. The
structural system for all houses is generic and simplified to
three prototype house structures and just eight critical building
components comprising of the following: (1) Roof covering (RC);
(2) Roof sheathing (RS); (3) Roof-to-wall (R2W) connections; (4)
Wall sheathing (WS); (5) Wall covering (WC); (6) Entry doors
(ED); (7) Windows (W); and (8) Garage door (GD). The three
prototype house structures are assigned to individual structures
to represent the variability of housing within a particular
community, described in Table 1 below.

The ETDA Tool calculates the tornado load effects on
individual structural components of a house using probabilistic
models of the tornado wind speed, tornado wind pressure, and
atmospheric pressure drop within the tornado’s vortex, and
models of the structural capacities of the building components.
The ETDA Tool simulates a tornado vortex translation along
a straight-line path for a distance of eight times the radius
to maximum wind speeds, rmax of the tornado (determined
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TABLE 1 | Metadata on Building Components within the Prototype Houses of the

ETDA Tool.

Building Prototype I II III

Roof type Gable Gable Hipped

Roof slope 18.4◦ 27◦ 45◦

Length (m) 12.2 12.2 18.3

Width (m) 9.8 12.2 12.2

Length of overhang (m) 0.46 0.61 0.61

Length to width ratio 1.25 1 1.5

Eave height (m) 2.4 4.8 2.4

Eave height to width ratio 0.25 0.4 0.2

No. of Stories 1 2 1

No. of Entry of doors 2 2 2

No. of Garage doors 1 1 1

No. of Windows 8 24 12

No. of Roof-to-wall connections 48 42 100

No. of Roof sheathing panels 54 67 124

No. of Asphalt shingles 1728 2172 3,892

No. of 4
′

× 8
′

Vinyl Siding panels 30 73 39

No. of Wall sheathing panels 30 73 39

by observation), in increments of 0.2∗rmaxfor a total of 41
such increments. Each increment is called a time step, and the
completion of 41 time-steps represents one simulation. Wind
field parameters are set deterministically and held constant for all
simulations. Structural resistances are sampled probabilistically
to initialize each simulation. Wind speed, atmospheric pressure,
and aerodynamic coefficients are sampled probabilistically at
each time step. The ETDA Tool then determines the damage for
each component at each time step using Equation (1).

g (R, S) = R− S (1)

where, R is the structural resistance of the component element
(e.g., individual roof sheathing panel), and S is the tornado
load acting on the component element. The component element
failure occurs when, g (R, S) < 0. R, the structural resistance
capacity is determined using the probability distribution
functions (pdfs) for each component, that are derived and
available in the literature. A detailed description is included in
section Structural Response Module, below.

The ETDA Tool generates 5,000 simulations to sample the
structural loads and structural resistances for each component
from probabilistic distributions in order to calculate failure
distributions. Failure is defined as a damage ratio, or the
fraction of damaged (failed) elements within each building
component divided by the total number of those elements
within the component category (e.g., Four windows damaged
out of eight total windows, results in damage ratio of 50%). The
damage assessment is cumulative, progressing with each time
step, with the final damage states defined by the cumulative
damage ratios for each building component. Peng et al. (2016)
conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the effect of
number simulations on the accuracy of the ETDA Tool’s

results. The damage results were calculated for a series of
simulations ranging from 100,000 simulations down to 100
simulations. A simulation count of 5,000 was selected because
the standard error of the mean damage ratio was 0.5% and
was judged a reasonable balance between consistency and
computation time.

The ETDA Tool is structured in four modules: (1) the tornado
wind field module, (2) the wind load module, (3) the wind-borne
debris module, and (4) the structural response module. Each
module is briefly described below. A complete treatment of the
ETDA Tool, its flowchart, progressive tornado-induced damage
assessment and component level-load vs. resistance analysis
model are provided in Peng et al. (2016).

Tornado Wind Field Module
The tornado wind field module simulates the instantaneous wind
field of a tornado vortex, based upon the Rankine vortex model
(Rankine and Miller, 1888), as it translates along a predefined
path over a defined grid. At each moment in time at each grid
point within the analysis domain, the tornado wind velocity
is the vector sum of three velocity vectors, namely, tangential
velocity, radial velocity, and vortex translation velocity as shown
in Equations (2), (3), and (4). The vertical velocity component is
not modeled here. There have been some recent advancements
in the understanding and modeling of the vertical component
(Kopp and Wu, 2017; Baker and Sterling, 2018) which could
be incorporated into a future version of the ETDA tool. The
tangential velocity is assumed to follow the Rankine vortexmodel
(Rankine and Miller, 1888). The rotational velocity of tornado
(u(r)) is approximated as half the tangential velocity (Hoecker,
1960). The translation speed can be estimated from radar for
deterministic simulations or assigned any reasonable value. The
longitudinal velocity gradient is assumed constant with height
within the elevations of the buildings being modeled.

The atmospheric pressure deficit in the tornado, pr is modeled
as a function of the air density, ρ, distance to the tornado center,
r, the radius to maximum wind speeds, rmax and the maximum
tangential velocity,Vmax after Simiu and Scanlan (1996) as shown
in Equation (5).

v (r) =







r×Vmax
rmax

, 0 ≤ r ≤ rmax

rmax×Vmax
r , rmax ≤ r ≤ ∞

(2)

u (r) =
v (r)

2
(3)

−−−−−→
Vres((r)) =

−−→
v (r) +

−−→
u (r) +

−→
VTS (4)

pa(r) =







ρV2
max

(

2− r2

r2max

)

, 0 ≤ r ≤ rmax

ρ

(

V2
max
2

) (

r2max

r2

)

, rmax ≤ r < ∞

(5)
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Probabilistic wind speeds and atmospheric pressures are
incorporated into the analysis by first obtaining deterministic
values for v(r) and pa (r) for a given house location (in terms
of r/rmax) using Equations (4) and (5). Then a random value is
chosen for each variable from a normal distribution constructed
about their respective mean values from Equations (4) and (5)
with a COV of 0.2. The COV of 0.2 is based on engineering
judgement and is selected to sample values closer to mean value
as compared to a COV of 0.4 (Gurley et al., 2005).

Wind Load Module
Since at present there exists no database containing measured
tornado-induced wind loads on low-rise buildings for a suitable
variety of building locations and tornado characteristics, the
current ETDA Tool defines the net tornado-induced surface
pressures on buildings as the combination of surface pressure
estimated using straight-line wind-induced pressures (from wind
tunnel testing) and the atmospheric pressure deficit caused by the
vortex core. The net surface pressure is thus defined as shown in
Equation (6):

PT =
1

2
ρaV

2
h ×

[

GCp − GCpi

]

+ pa(r) (6)

where, PT is the net pressure acting on the component, ρa is the
density of air, Vh is the 3 s gust wind speed at the mean roof
height, obtained from the tornado wind field module, GCp is the
peak-external wind pressure coefficient obtained from straight-
line wind model from the Tokyo Polytechnic University’s wind
tunnel database of surface pressures on low-rise buildings
(Tamura, 2012), GCpi is the internal pressure coefficient, and
pa(r) is the atmospheric pressure drop for a given radial distance,
r from the tornado center associated with the rotational airflow of
the vortex. The internal pressure coefficient,GCpi, is estimated by
solving the continuity equation assuming quasi-static conditions,
as given in Holmes (2001), which results in:

N
∑

1

Ai

√

∣

∣pe,j − pi
∣

∣ = 0 (7)

where Aj is the area of opening j, and pe,j is the external pressure
at opening j, and pi is the internal pressure, which is assumed
to be constant throughout the interior volume (Oh et al., 2007).
The approach outlined above does not directly model the inertial
effects of the internal pressure changes as discussed in Baker and
Sterling (2018), and thus is likely to underestimate net tornado-
induced wind loads in buildings with minimal leakage through
the building envelope. Previous research has shown however
that most residential buildings either have sufficient background
leakage, or incur damage to dominant openings, to enable rapid
response of the internal pressure to external pressure changes
(Roueche and Prevatt, 2013; Roueche et al., 2020).

The ETDA Tool’s Wind Field Module determines the
magnitude and direction of wind speed at the house based on
the distance from the tornado centerline. Based on the direction
of wind speed, the ETDA Tool classifies the wind angle into

eight wind angles ranging from 0 to 315 degree in 45-degree
increments. For each wind angle, the ETDA Tool determines the
peak-external wind pressure coefficients (GCp) for each of the
eight building components using the TPU wind tunnel database.
The TPU database contains pressure tap time-history data for
roof and wall surfaces of 116 low-rise building configurations
with gable, hipped, and flat roof shapes. To calculate the GCp for
eight house components, the following procedure is adopted:

1. The pressure coefficient readings are generated throughout
the roof/wall surface by linearly interpolating the pressure taps
over a fine uniform grid (grid spacing of 0.01m).

2. For each house component surface, the interpolated points
within the component polygon are taken and averaged to
represent the area-averaged pressure coefficient time history.

3. The area-averaged pressure coefficient time histories for each
component is divided into 10 equal segments corresponding
to peak evaluation time of 1min.

4. The peak pressure coefficients are calculated from the area-
averaged pressure coefficient time history using the Lieblein
BLUE method (Lieblein, 1974), assuming a 78% percentile
peak value.

At each time step of each simulation, the peak GCp and the
GCpi is randomly sampled from a normal distribution with COV
of 0.05 about the mean value, which is taken as the deterministic
GCp and GCpi calculated as described above.

Wind-borne Debris Module
The ETDA Tool uses the wind borne debris module defined
by (Balderrama Garcia Mendez, 2009). This module simulates
the effect of planar debris produced by the tornado wind, as it
damages the roof covering of the building. The model simulates
the loss of asphalt shingles (∼300mm by 900mm (12 in. by 36
in.) sizes. The windborne debris module is designed to respond to
the progressive damage occurring to the structure during passage
of the tornado. For example, if an asphalt shingle fails, it becomes
windborne debris in the next time-step iteration of the ETDA
Tool and is included in the model with potential for creating
openings in the building envelope.

In the model the windborne debris is generated from and
acts upon a single house, i.e., should a roof cover fail on House
A, the ETDA Tool cannot simulate a flight path of the debris
to another house in the database. The limitation of the wind-
borne debris module is that the missiles are not cumulative with
distance and increment time steps nor is debris cumulative for all
houses within the tornado path.

Structural Response Module
The structural response module assigns probabilistic capacities to
each element of each building component (e.g., each individual
roof sheathing panel), and at each time step, evaluates whether
the capacity has been exceeded by the net surface pressures from
the tornado load module. The structural capacities of building
components are taken from available scientific literature. At each
time-step iteration, the structural loads on each of the building
components are calculated and compared to the structural
capacity of the component. When the load exceeds the structural
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capacity, that component is assumed to have failed and the model
is modified to remove that element from the prototype model
(or redistribute its load to adjacent members in the case of
roof-to-wall connections), in future time steps of the analysis.

Each house structure is modeled by eight (8) building
components and the probabilistic structural capacity
distributions for each are taken from previous studies;
including Datin et al. (2010), Gurley et al. (2005), Shen
(2013), and Shanmugam et al. (2009). The structural capacities
in the model can be easily adjusted to better represent local
construction practices if warranted. The base values shown
in Table 2 were chosen to represent typical non-engineered
structures in tornado-prone regions of the United States without
wind-resilient building codes.

The structural resistance model also redistributes component
loads and removes damaged elements within the process.
The logic of the redistribution module is adopted from the
Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model described in Gurley
et al. (2005). The redistribution module finds the closest two
intact connections on either side of the failed roof-to-wall
connection and shares the load of the failed connection with
four neighboring connections when possible. Specifically, one-
third of the load is redistributed to each of the two closest
connections, and one-sixth of the load is redistributed to the next
closest intact connections on either side. When only one intact
connection is available to the left or right of the failed connection,
half of the load from the failed connection is redistributed. This
failure check and load redistribution process occurs until no new
connection failures are discovered, or until an entire side of the
roof is unfastened from its supporting wall.

When a roof cover fails its weight is removed from the
underlying roof sheathing and roof-to-wall connections. When
roof sheathing fails, all the roof coverings attached to it also
experience failure and are removed from subsequent analysis.
Consequently, the wind pressures acting on the roof sheathing
that are connected to roof-trusses are removed, which causes
removal of wind load from the roof-to-wall connections.

TABLE 2 | Mean value and Standard Deviations of structural capacities for the

house components.

Building

component

Mean/kPa

(psf)

COV Distribution

type

Data source

Windows 2.4 (50) 0.2 Normal (Gurley et al., 2005)

Entry Doors 3.6 (75) 0.2 Normal (Gurley et al., 2005)

Garage Doors 2.5 (52) 0.2 Normal (Shen, 2013)

Roof Cover

(Asphalt shingle)

2.9 (60) 0.2 Normal (Gurley et al., 2005)

Roof and Wall

Sheathing Panel

(8d 6”/12”)

3.56 (74.3) 0.15 Normal (Datin et al., 2010)

Wall Cover

(Vinyl siding)

3.2 (66) 0.2 Normal (Gurley et al., 2005)

Roof-to-wall

Connection

1.97 kN

(442 lbs)

0.38 Normal (Shanmugam et al.,

2009)

Conversely, roof-to-wall connection failures in the ETDA tool do
not cause the roof sheathing and roof cover within its tributary
area to also fail. This approach is used because if the roof-to-wall
connection loads are redistributed safely to adjacent connections,
generally the truss or rafter remains in place with the sheathing
and roof cover still in place. Only when a large section of the roof
structure fails does it tend to actually be physically removed from
the structure, taking sections of sheathing and roof cover with it.

TORNADO DATASET FOR VALIDATION

Since 2011, the fourth author has led detailed forensic
investigations following a number of catastrophic tornadoes,
including the Tuscaloosa, AL and Joplin, MO tornadoes in
2011, the Moore, OK tornado in 2013, the Garland/Rowlett,
TX tornado in 2015, and multiple smaller tornado events
in Florida and Georgia. The investigations relied primarily
upon collections of terrestrial, geotagged photographs of each
building, from which damage information was culled to define
the overall damage state (utilizing the Degrees of Damage
from the Enhanced Fujita Scale; McDonald and Mehta, 2006).
Of these investigations, only the Garland/Rowlett, TX tornado
response specifically focused on collecting data suitable for
estimating component-level damage ratios, which requires clear
photographs from all four elevations of the building. This dataset
is used for validation of the ETDA tool.

The 2015 Garland/Rowlett, TX tornado was rated an EF-4
tornado by the National Weather Service with maximum wind
speeds close to 80 m/s. In the third and fourth authors’ response
to the tornado, a total of 5,615 photographs were taken during the
assessment, documenting the damage to 712 individual homes.
Maps were created (shown in Figure 1) of the survey regions
identifying each parcel to be surveyed along with its year of
construction and street address for ease of identification in the
field. Data from the Dallas Central Appraisal District (http://
www.dallascad.org/) was used to study housing demographics of
the two cities. Surveying started at the point of no damage on one
side of the tornado path and progressed across the width of the
tornado to the point of no observable damage on the opposite
side of the tornado path in five distinct regions chosen for their
distributions of old and new homes.

In the aforementioned dataset, damage ratios to the eight
primary building components were estimated, using geotagged
photographs documenting the condition of the building from
all four sides. The damage ratios were independently estimated
visually by two evaluators, and the average damage ratio
was taken of the two estimates. Using this methodology,
precise damage estimates are georeferenced with respect to
the location of the tornado path and the resulting tornado
wind field, providing an ideal validation dataset for engineering
models and tools like the ETDA Tool. Table 3 summarizes the
Garland/Rowlett, TX tornado and the database captured that was
used for validation in the current study.

The centerline of the path and the translation speed for the
Garland/Rowlett tornado was based on the field survey and
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FIGURE 1 | Locations of all surveyed homes by region. Colors depict the decade in which the home was built. Numbers inside each parcel give the assigned

damage rating.

TABLE 3 | Characteristics of the Garland/Rowlett TX tornado.

Date of Tornado Occurrence 12/26/2015

Path Length (km) 21 km

Path Width (m) 503 m

Radius to Maximum Winds (m) 80 m

Maximum Enhanced Fujita Tornado Intensity EF4

Single-Family Homes used for Validation of ETDA 712

Damaged Single-Family Homes in Dataset 565

subsequent report by the National Weather Service (National
Weather Service, 2016).

In order to generate tornado wind fields within the ETDA
Tool, several additional parameters of the tornado were required,
namely the tornado core radius, the maximum tangential
velocity, and the translation speed. For the Joplin tornado, the
core radius was taken as 257m, based on the tree-fall conditioned
tornado wind field model used in Lombardo et al. (2015). The

translation speed was taken as 13.3 m/s from Kuligowski et al.
(2014). The maximum tangential velocity was then adjusted
until the maximum wind speed in the ensuing wind field model
reached 88.9 m/s, matching the EF4 intensity estimated by the
National Weather Service. For the Garland/Rowlett tornado,
core radius was estimated by assuming the ratio of the width
of damaging winds to the core diameter was the same as in
the Joplin tornado (3,220/503 = 6.4). Based on the maximum
width in the Garland/Rowlett tornado of 1,610m, this gave a core
diameter estimate of 160m, or a core radius estimate of 80m.
Similar to the Joplin tornado, the maximum tangential wind
speed was then adjusted until the resulting wind field produced a
maximum wind speed of 73.6 m/s, equivalent to an EF3 tornado.

VALIDATION OF THE EDTA TOOL

The validation of ETDA Tool is performed by comparing the
visually observed damage against ETDA Tool predicted damage.
Two methods of comparison are employed:
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Comparing Structural Components
Damage for Individual Houses
Figure 2 shows post tornado damage photos and spider plot
for a single-family home in the Garland/Rowlett tornado. This
is a graphical method for comparing the average ETDA Tool
predicted damage ratios to the actual observed damage ratios
for a single house. All eight components are shown on the
same plot for ease of comparison. The ETDA Tool predictions
represent the average, or expected, damage ratio to each of
the eight components obtained from five thousand simulations.
Uncertainty in the predictions is demonstrated by plotting +/–
1 standard deviation about the mean predicted damage ratios.
The damaged house is located at a perpendicular distance of
18m (59 ft.) from tornado center line and had an assigned
DOD 6 and EF-3 rating. There can be many possible damage
scenarios in the simulations, illustrating the uncertainty in the
wind loads, structural capacities, andmore. The observed damage
ratios essentially represent one possibility of the simulations;
therefore, it is not unsurprising if comparisons of individual
houses demonstrate differences between predicted and observed
damage ratios.

Mean Structural Component Damage
Ratios—ETDA-predicted vs. Empirical Data
The observed damage ratios represent one scenario of tornado
translation over the house, whereas the ETDA Tool’s estimated
damage ratios represent the average of 5,000 simulations of
tornado translation. Thus, a direct comparison between observed
damage ratios and ETDA Tool predicted damage ratios is not
an equivalent comparison. To address this, the damage ratios
are discretized into equal bins by distance from the tornado
center. Thus, each point represents the average observed or
average predicted damage ratio for a single component over a
given bin. For the Garland/Rowlett tornado, 25m bins are used.
Figure 3 shows the houses in each bin for the Garland/Rowlett
tornado. The number of houses in each bin varies along the
distance from the tornado center, with a higher proportion of
houses near the tornado center than away from it. Damage ratios
for all houses within that bin are averaged to obtain a single
value. Thus, for a bin centered at a distance of 12.5m, all the
houses between 0 and 25m from the center of the tornado
are selected and the average damage ratio for each component
is calculated.

FIGURE 2 | Spider plot and post tornado photographs of a single-family home damaged in the 2015 Garland/Rowlett, TX, tornado.
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Figure 4 shows the average binned damage progression plots
for the Garland/Rowlett houses. Here, Dataset A models all
structures as Prototype I homes, Dataset B as Prototype II
homes, and Dataset C as Prototype III homes, with Dataset

D being a blend of the three prototypes based on visually
matching each house in the dataset to the best matching
prototype based on aspect ratio, roof shape and number
of stories.

FIGURE 3 | Distribution of 712 Garland/Rowlett houses with binned distance from tornado center. Each value above a bar represents the number of houses present

in that bin. Bin size = 25m. The red dashed line indicates the radius to maximum wind speeds (RMW).

FIGURE 4 | Average observed and ETDA Tool predicted damage ratios (DR) for the Garland/Rowlett tornado. Bin size is 25m. The red dashed line indicates the

radius to maximum wind speeds (RMW). Gray shaded regions show the lower to upper bound ranges for observed damage ratio for roof sheathing damage ratio and

roof cover damage ratio.
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One of the challenges in component-based validation is
how to validate roof cover and roof sheathing damage ratios
separately from roof structure damage ratios. When portions of
the roof structure fail, it is generally not possible to estimate
whether sheathing or roof cover also failed for these same
portions of the roof. To address this challenge, the observed
roof cover and roof sheathing damage ratios were calculated in
two ways to capture the lower bound and upper bound. For
roof sheathing, the lower bound is taken to be DRrst − DRrs,
where DRrst is the roof structure damage ratio and DRrs is
the roof sheathing damage ratio. The upper bound is taken
as simply DRrs. The lower bound assumes none of the roof
sheathing was failed on the failed section of roof structure,
while the upper bound assumes all the roof sheathing was failed
on the failed section of roof structure. The true value would
lie somewhere between these two bounds. A similar method
was used for roof cover, only using the roof cover damage
ratio. Both the upper bound and lower bound are presented
in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows that both the ETDA Tool estimated damage
ratios and observed damage ratios follow a similar trend
of damage progression, with houses close to the tornado
centerline experiencing higher damage than houses away
from tornado centerline as expected. For roof sheathing,
the predictions lie within the upper and lower bound.
However, for roof cover, the predictions are too high outside
the core and too low inside the core, indicating some
further improvements could be implemented. Overall, the
ETDA tool estimated damage ratios match the observed
damage ratios reasonably well for all components except
the roof-to-wall connections, which are predicted to fail
significantly sooner than observed. One hypothesis for the
over-prediction was that the atmospheric pressure component
was significantly enhancing the roof uplift loads, causing them
to fail prematurely. This was explored but was determined
to not be the source of over-prediction. The atmospheric
pressure component was generally equalized early on in
the time-stepping model for each home due to the debris-
impact model predicting one or more breaches in the
building envelope.

The binned damage progression plots present a qualitative
comparison between observed and ETDATool estimated damage
ratios. For quantitative comparison, predictive capability analysis
of ETDA Tool is evaluated in the following section.

Prediction Capability Analysis of Mean
Error
The prediction capability of ETDA Tool is calculated by
determining the error in prediction for each house component
using the binned damage ratios. The weighted mean of
absolute difference between ETDA Tool predicted binned
damage ratio and observed binned damage ratio is calculated.
Mean error for each prototype dataset is calculated by
averaging the errors of each house component. Equations

(8) and (9) show the formulae to compute both component
error and mean error for the four prototype datasets.

εC =

∑nBins
i=1 wi ×

[∣

∣DRETDAi − DRObsi
∣

∣

]

∑nBins
i=1 wi

(8)

εP =

∑nComponent
j=1

[

εCj

]

nComponent
(9)

where DRETDAi , DRObsi are the binned damage ratios, wi weight
of bin i, i.e., the ratio of no. of houses in bin i over the total no.
of houses, nBins are the number of bins, nComponent are the
number of components, and εC, εP are the weighted mean errors
in component C and prototype dataset P.

Table 4 shows the weighted mean error in damage ratios for
each house component within the four prototype datasets. The
overall means, standard deviations, coefficient of variation and
root mean square errors are also presented.

The individual component mean errors are <20% for all the
prototype datasets, except for roof-to-wall connections, which
ranges between 51 and 60%. Table 4 also shows that the overall
mean errors for all the four datasets are <20%, but have a high
standard deviation, and a coefficient of variation>1. An ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance) analysis to test statistical significance
of the differences in mean errors returned a p-value of 97%,
indicating there is no statistically significant difference among
mean errors for the prototype datasets, meaning the results
could be drawn from a single population, see Table 5. Given the
other uncertainties in the damage prediction process, the use of
multiple prototypes does not significantly improve the predictive
capabilities of the ETDA Tool.

TABLE 4 | Percent weighted mean component error for each prototype dataset.

Component Prototype Dataset Errors (%)

Prototype Proportions (I/II/III) A B C D

100/0/0 0/100/0 0/0/100 43/6/50

Entry Door 12.4 2.5 3.6 3.7

Garage Door 13.0 10.3 12.0 12.3

Roof-to-Wall Connection 51.7 63.8 67.2 60.0

Roof Cover 20.0 16.8 16.6 17.9

Roof Sheathing 4.6 2.1 3.0 3.4

Wall Cover 3.9 3.0 3.6 3.7

Wall Sheathing 3.0 2.3 2.8 2.9

Windows 16.5 6.9 13.5 13.9

Overall Mean Error (µ) 15.6 13.5 15.3 14.7

Standard Deviation of Error(σ) 15.8 21.0 21.7 19.2

Coefficient of Variation (σ/µ) 1.1 1.6 1.4 1.3

Root Mean Square Error 7.4 8.3 8.9 8.1
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TABLE 5 | Results of ANOVA for the mean errors between prototype datasets.

Mean Error Sum of Degree of Mean Square F p-value

Squares (SS) Freedom (df) (MS)

Between Groups 147.01 4.00 36.75 0.12 0.97

Within Groups 10746.84 35.00 307.05

Total 10893.85 39.00

DISCUSSION

The performance of ETDA Tool is evaluated against post-
tornado damage observations published by the fourth author.
The ETDA Tool results for estimating damage ratios were
computed for three prototype houses, representing (1) single-
story gable roof, (2) two-story gable roof, and (3) single storied
hip roof. The post-tornado damaged houses are divided into four
datasets with the first three datasets having assigned the single
prototype house, and Prototype Dataset IV having the most
representative prototype house among the three. Two methods
are used for evaluating ETDA Tool’s performance: (1) individual
house comparison, (2) average house comparison with predictive
capability analysis.

The individual house comparison graphically shows the
observed damage and ETDA Tool estimated damage in one
plot for each house. Caution should be exercised in reading
too much into these single comparisons, as the ETDA Tool’s
result represent the average damage ratio to each of the eight
components obtained from thousands of simulations. There
can be many possible damage scenarios in the simulations,
illustrating the uncertainty in the wind loads, structural
capacities, and more. The observed damage ratios on the other
hand essentially represent one possibility of the simulations,
therefore the comparisons of individual houses infer large
differences between predicted and observed damage ratios.

The spatially averaged comparison graphically shows the
average observed damage ratios against average ETDA Tool
predicted damage ratios for given distances from the tornado
center. These plots highlight some general observations for
prototype datasets: (1) the observed damages and ETDA Tool
predicted damages for each component follow the same damage
progression trend, (2) the observed and ETDA Tool predicted
damages for all building components are maximum near the
tornado centerline and reduce moving away from the tornado
centerline. Apart from observing general trends, it is difficult to
pinpoint the prototype dataset with best match against observed
damage ratios.

The predictive capability analysis shows the quantitate
comparison between observed and ETDATool estimated damage
ratios. The overall mean errors for each prototype datasets are
<16% but have a high coefficient of variations ranging from 1.1
to 1.5. The CV values >1 imply that the mean errors among
the prototype components are highly dispersed from the mean
values. Among the four prototype datasets, Dataset B shows the
smallest mean error, and not Dataset IV, which contains best
match prototype for each house. However, the overall mean
errors for the prototype datasets are relatively similar, hence an

ANOVA test was performed to determine whether this variation
is statistically significant. The ANOVA test shows that the results
among the four prototype datasets are statistically insignificant,
which implies that they can be inferred singularly from any of the
four datasets.

The most concerning element of the ETDA Tool is the
prediction of roof structure damage, as the ETDA overpredicts
the damage substantially. The list below explores some possible
reasons for the observed discrepancies in the roof-to-wall
connection damage model within the ETDA Tool:

1. The load-sharing model for roof structure, which transfers
wind uplift load from the failed roof-to-wall connections
to surrounding intact roof-to-wall connections may not be
appropriate. The wind loads are obtained by integrating
surface pressures within the tributary area of each of the
roof-to-wall connection. While this tributary area approach
is commonly used in damage assessment models, Datin and
Prevatt (2013) found that in low-rise, light-framed wood
structures there is more extensive load sharing beyond
the “tributary area” of a single element (i.e., roof-to-wall
connection). This increased load sharing acts to smooth out
peak loads by distributing some of the load to the connections
further away. Incorporating the Datin and Prevatt (2013)
load sharing behavior would reduce the damage ratios for
roof-to-wall connections and bring them closer in line to the
observations but was not possible within the constraints of
this study.

2. It is possible that the field investigators underestimated the
actual number of failed roof-to-wall connections during the
field survey (Prevatt et al., 2016). Damage ratios are assigned
by visual examination of the four elevations of the house, and
the exact structural status of roof-to-wall connection failures
below the roof-deck are not investigated. Thus, it is possible to
visually grade a failed roof-to-wall connection as intact, even
when it has failed.

3. It is possible the location of failures with respect to the tornado
center may not be accurate. The tornado model used for
the Garland/Rowlett, TX tornado was developed in derivative
manner from the validated tornado wind speed model used
for the 2011 Joplin, MO tornado, in which an independent
estimate of the peak wind speeds was determined from
tree-fall patterns (Lombardo et al., 2015). The uncertainty
associated with the tornado model may be high given the
assumptions of scaling made to use the characteristics of the
Joplin tornado to this smaller event. The wind field model in
the ETDA Tool is based on a simplified 2-D Rankine vortex
model, and the predicted wind speeds throughout the tornado
path may not be well-conditioned to the actual wind speeds
that occurred.

The above discussion emphasizes many uncertainties
surrounding both post-tornado damage observations as
well as the ETDA Tool itself. The effect of minimal change
suggests that the geometry of the structure is not yet a significant
factor relative to the other uncertainties in the tornado-
structure interaction model. Among these uncertainties may
be effects of local terrain, sheltering effects from surrounding
structures, uncertainties in the tornado-induced wind load
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model, wind-borne debris in tornadoes, and the vertical
gradient of the velocity profile. More research into these effects
is needed. The modular structure of the ETDA Tool allows
upgrades to be incorporated as new data becomes available.
The methodology presented in this study provides a framework
for predicting and validating tornado-induced damage to
single-family residences.

CONCLUSIONS

The ETDA Tool is an engineering-based model capable
of simulating component level tornado-induced damage
to individual residential structures and to portfolios of
single-family, light-framed wood structural residential buildings.
In this paper, the performance of the ETDA Tool is evaluated by
comparing building component-level damage ratios estimated
by the ETDA Tool estimated damage ratios against observed
damage ratios. Damage comparisons at the individual house
level were found to contain too much uncertainty, in both
the observations and estimations of damage, to hold much
value as of yet. Instead, quantitative damage comparisons
were made as a function of the distance from the tornado
centerline, with estimations and observations binned over
reasonable sample sizes (no more than 100 per bin). This
approach reduced the variability sufficiently to explore more
robust trends in the comparisons, while still maintaining a more
granular framework than more community-scale validation
approaches. The individual house comparison and average
house comparisons provided qualitative evaluation, while
predictive capability analysis provided a quantitative measure
of performance. Using this approach, The overall mean errors
absolute value of the difference between mean (i.e., averaged
within each bin) ETDA estimated damage ratios and mean
observed damage ratios are <16% overall, and with individual
component errors are <17% for all individual components
except roof-to-wall connections. The roof-to-wall connection
damage ratios are highly over predicted by ETDA Tool, resulting
in large errors, with an average maximum error of 67.2%. This
error may be indicative of the specific challenge of both modeling
and estimating observed roof-to-wall connections failures, since
due to load sharing, roof-to-wall connections are not necessarily
removed from the structure after their failure if the load is safely
redistributed elsewhere.

Presently, the ETDA Tool models tornado-induced damage
using with three prototype houses, but the three prototypes
showed little difference in performance amongst themselves,
suggesting differences in the load path and aerodynamics
of specific buildings is not yet meaningful given the larger
uncertainties present in the modeling efforts. The ETDA
Tool serves as a framework for predicting tornado-induced
damage, with increased accuracy expected as individual
components of the tool are upgraded and refined with the latest
research advancements.

The importance of robust comparisons against field data as a
benchmark for tornado-induced wind damage models cannot be

overstated. The errors present in the current tool, which utilized
many standard assumptions and simplifications (e.g., tributary
area based structural analysis, straight-line wind pressures with
simple addition of the atmospheric pressure deficit, quasi-static
analysis via time-stepping damage model), serve as a reminder
that tornado-structure interaction remains highly uncertain at
the individual building scale.
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